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Former India Chief of Naval Staff: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 Former India Chief of Naval Staff , Admiral Sunil Lanba was conferred Singapore's 

prestigious military award , the Pingat Jasa Gemilang ( Tentera ) or Meritorious Service 

Medal ( Military ).  

 He was awarded by President Halimah Yacob in September 2022. He was awarded for his 

outstanding contributions in enhancing the strong and long - standing bilateral defence 

relationship between both the nations. 

 

HPCL & Indian Army: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd ( HPCL ) has collaborated with the Indian Army 

for implementing a CSR project to coach and mentor less - privileged girl students in 

Kargil.  
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 The project ' Kargil Ignited Minds ' aims to prepare 50 girl students for various national - 

level engineering and medical entrance examinations. 

 

RBI: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 The Reserve Bank has imposed penalties on three entities for non - compliance with 

regulatory norms. A penalty of Rs 36 lakh has been imposed on Industrial Bank of 

Korea for non - compliance with certain Know Your Customer ( KYC ) norms.  

 A penalty of Rs 59.10 lakh has been imposed on Woori Bank. A fine of Rs 12.35 lakh has 

been slapped on Indiabulls Commercial Credit Limited. 
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IDF WDS: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 PM Modi will inaugurate International Dairy Federation World Dairy Summit ( IDF 

WDS ) 2022 , on 12 September 2022. It will be organised at India Expo Centre & Mart , 

Greater Noida.  

 Around 1500 participants from 50 countries are expected to participate in the 4 - day IDF 

WDS 2022. The last such Summit was held in India about half a century ago in 1974. 
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Cheetah: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 PM Narendra Modi will launch the Cheetah re - introduction project on 17th September 

2022. He disclosed this at the inaugural meeting of the national conference for the Zoo 

Directors held in Bhubaneswar on 10 September 2022.  

 For the purpose , Cheetah will be brought from Namibia. This is for the first time that the 

Cheetah is being re - introduced after its disappearance from India in the 1950s. 
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Gagan Strike: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 The Kharga Corps of the Indian Army and the Indian Air Force ( IAF ) conducted the 

joint exercise " Gagan Strike " in Punjab , to demonstrate the strength and prowess of 

the armed forces.  

 The joint exercise was led by Lieutenant General Pratik Sharma , General Officer 

Commanding ( GOC ) , Kharga Corps , and took place over 4 days in various places of 

Punjab bordering Ambala in Haryana. 
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Asia Cup: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 In Cricket , Sri Lanka defeated Pakistan by 23 runs to lift their 6th Asia Cup title at the Dubai 

International Stadium on 11 Sept 2022.  

 

 

Important Editorial Analysis: 

Nose dose: 

 The history of the pandemic has been punctuated periodically by incremental developments in 

science and medicine. Funding, industry, and research were ploughed into laboratories with 

the hope that their petri dishes would yield solutions to save lives and retard the march of the 

virus.  

 While many vaccines have provided that assurance of life, prevented hospitalisation and also 

reduced the severity of disease, it is only a nasal vaccine that carries within it the promise of 

preventing further transmission by countering it at the site of viral entry into the body.  
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 In that sense, the announcement that a nasal vaccine had been given emergency use 

authorisation for use as primary immunisation to the 18-plus age group is welcome. A nasal 

vaccine, if effective, is probably the most advanced tool to handle COVID-19 as of now, and 

by virtue of being a spritz in the nose or mouth, will be preferable to painful jabs, particularly 

with children or adults with trypanophobia that might have come in the way of their getting 

the vaccines.  

 While in theory the nasal vaccine ensures that the virus is stopped from binding with host 

cells at the very point of entry into the human body, there is very little evidence of that 

working in a COVID-19 scenario among humans.  

 While an influenza nasal vaccine has reportedly worked, three other nasal vaccines have been 

approved for use elsewhere in the world, but very little data is available from that. In the trials 

conducted by the Bharat Biotech for the nasal vaccine, developed in association with the 

University of Washington, “the reactogenic events and adverse events that were documented 

during the trial were highly comparable to the published data from other COVID-19 

vaccines”.  

 The company reportedly conducted a phase 3 trial with about 3,100 unvaccinated people who 

received two doses of the nasal vaccine, and a booster trial with about 875 people who 

received a single dose of the nasal vaccine as a heterogeneous booster.  

 The company has also promised that it would publish the data from the trials soon in the 

public realm. While the fall in cases has allowed the world to take its foot off the pedal, 

efforts against the disease will have to be pursued.  

 But this drop in numbers does afford a certain pause in pace: the results of the trials and data 

must now be allowed to enter the public realm even as emergency use authorisation is being 

processed for use of drugs or vaccines in the community.  

 The Government too must factor this in its agenda, emphasising the promotion of 

transparency, now and in the future, even as it ensures continuing commitment of various 

departments involved in battling all aspects of the virus. In addition, delivering the vaccines 

to the general public and covering those untouched by the primary two doses, and the 

boosters, should remain high on the agenda. 


